State Standard of Uzbekistan, cigarettes 1140:2009
Foreword
1. DEVELOPED AND INTRODUCED by the joint venture «UzBAT A.O.» on the base of international standard
GOST 3935-2000 «Cigarettes. General Technical Standard»
2. AGREED with the Health Ministry of the Republic of Uzbekistan and JSC «Uzulgurzhisavdoinvest».
3. PUT INTO FORCE with the Resolution of the Uzbek Agency of Standardization, Metrology and Certification dated
«_»
2007, N2
4 INSTEAD OF TSh 64-15895327-02:2002 «Cigarettes. General Technical Standard».
Information about coming into force (canceling) of the present Standard and its Amendments is published in the
Reference Book of «Uzstandard» Agency on the territory of Uzbekistan.
The present Standard can not be reprinted, replicated fully or partially and distributed as official edition without
permission of the Uzbek Agency of Standardization, Metrology and Certification.

4.7.7 It is allowed to use other materials, including imported materials that comply with the standards or permitted for
use according to the procedure, stipulated by the Republic of Uzbekistan.
4.7.8 Filtered and non filtered cigarettes are manufactured from fermented tobacco raw material both processed on
different stages with sauces, menthol, aromatizes and softeners that are approved by the Health Ministry of the Republic
of Uzbekistan and not processed.
4.7.9 Every lot of raw and other materials, supplied for manufacturing should be accompanied with Quality Certificate or
Compliance Certificate.
4.8.1 Information on the packet should contain the following:
- name of the tobacco product - «cigarettes». It is allowed to provide other information about the cigarettes alongside
with the name, for example «20 filtered cigarettes»;
- brand name of the cigarettes and trademark, if there is any;
- name and location (legal address, including country name) of the manufacture and of licensor (if cigarettes are
produced under the license);
- when the company, firm controls the manufacturing process, raw and other materials, product quality at the factory that
manufactures the cigarettes of this company’s brand, then, it is allowed to indicate as cigarette manufacturer only the
name of this company on every packet and package in the following way:
«Manufactured under control of (further the name and legal address, including the origin country of this company) ».
After this the country of manufacturing should be indicated, for sale in Uzbekistan: «O'zbekistonda ish1ab chiq'arilgan»

and «Made in Uzbekistan» for sale beyond the territory of the Republic of Uzbekistan. Every packet should contain the
name and address of the organization authorized by the manufacturer to accept claims from the users in the country
where the cigarettes were sold. The name and address of authorized organization can be indicated inside the packet in
place where the consumer can read it;
- presence of filtering holder;
- number of cigarettes (pieces);
- wording « with menthol» for cigarettes finished with menthol;
- warning about harm of smoking on big display area that is not less than 30% of this area:
«Chekish siz va atrofdagilaming salomatligiga jiddiy zarar yetkazadi» «Smoking seriously harms you and surrounding
people’s health».
- one of the following additional warnings should be present on the second big display area, it should be not less than
30% of it, it should be rotated :
«Chekish yиrak-tomir kasallilari va o'pka rakiga olib keladi»
« Smoking causes cardiovascular diseases and lung cancer» or
« Bolalarni tamaki tutunidan asrang»
« Protect children from tobacco smoke».
- information about tar and nicotine level in tobacco smoke condensate (milligram per a cigarette), it should be not less
than 4% of one side area of the packet;
- indication of the present Standard;
- wording «VOY AGA YETMAGANLARGA SOТISH TAQIQLANADI»
- information about cigarettes certification according to regulations.

